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The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey. Directed by
Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema, 2012.
Reviewed by Donald T. Williams.

I

am going to shock everybody and actually try to
be fair to Peter Jackson. (This is coming from
someone who has called his movie version of The
Lord of the Rings a “betrayal of Tolkien’s vision” —
and for good reason, given what Jackson did to
some of Tolkien’s characters.) The first installment of the new Hobbit is not as bad as I feared. It
has Jackson’s virtues as much as it suffers from his
weaknesses. The sum total was a movie I could
enjoy if not quite love or fully embrace.
The film is simply gorgeous visually. When I
get the DVD I will be constantly tempted to pause
it just so I can savor the landscapes. And it is not
just that they are beautiful — they are appropriate
(especially The Shire) to Middle-earth as we have
always imagined it, guided by Tolkien’s descriptions. The costuming is delicious too. On the other hand, while some of the Dwarves look satisfyingly dwarvish, others (including unfortunately
Thorin) inexplicably look more like short humans
than dwarves. If you can get it right, why not do
so consistently? We wonders, yes, preciousss.
Film critics have almost universally panned
the flick as poorly paced and dragging. This just
goes to show that critics are not fans. They made
the same mistake with Star Trek: The Motion Picture,
complaining about the long scene when Scotty
gives Kirk a shuttle tour of the hull of the newly
refitted Enterprise. But those of us who had come
to feel affection for that ship loved every second
of that sequence. Those classic lines, in what may
still be the most elegant of all that great vessel’s
incarnations, deserved every frame that was spent
on them — if you are a true Trekker. Similarly,
Tolkien’s real fans almost universally just want to
be in Middle-earth. If Middle-earth itself is convincingly incarnated — this is Jackson’s greatest
gift — we don’t really need anything to happen
there. We would gladly watch a three hour slice of
daily life in The Shire or Rivendell and leave contented. The plot (and Tolkien gave us a great one)
is almost a bonus. (I am exaggerating to make a
point.) I think this explains why fans have liked
the movie better than the critics do.
Oh, yes, there is a plot, too. This is where
Jackson’s weaknesses show. He tries to give an
apologetic for his approach early on by having

Gandalf say that “any
good story deserves
embellishment.” This
line encapsulates a
profound difference
between Jackson’s and
Tolkien’s views of the
world — for it casts
doubt precisely on the
trustworthiness and
truth of the ancient
legends, whereas Tolkien was all about discovering the truth that
was in them after all. One thus cannot imagine
Tolkien’s Gandalf saying such a thing. It highlights
Jackson’s view of the legendarium as malleable art,
raw material for self-expression, whereas Tolkien
was careful to maintain the illusion that it is history.
This is a significant difference. The historian uses
art in telling his stories, but he must bow to the
higher value of faithfulness if he is to be a good
steward of his sources and his task. Tolkien of
course knew that his pose as historian (merely the
translator and editor of The Red Book of Westmarch)
was a fictional strategy — but it is one that speaks
to the kind of fiction he was giving us. And this is
what Jackson seems incapable of understanding.
Embellishment goes further than adaptation.
Some changes to the story are necessitated by its
adaptation to a different medium. Some purists do
not understand that. But in Jackson’s Lord of the
Rings, his self-granted freedom to “embellish” gave
us characters with personalities and motivations
that we did not recognize, and it undermined Tolkien’s motif of Providence by having Frodo (more
“dramatically” — ahem!) push Gollum off the
cliffs of doom rather than having him fall by accident or “chance” (if chance you call it) as in Tolkien’s scene. I thought such “embellishments” had
earned the epithet of “betrayal.”
I saw nothing on that level of betrayal in the
new Hobbit, nor anything that would demand that
kind of departure from Tolkien’s tale in the subsequent installments. (We shall see.) But this does
not mean that Jackson’s propensity for embellishment is innocent. Tolkien’s approach to fiction
emphasized what he called in the essay “On Fairystories” an “inner consistency of reality.” That is
how he gave us a fantasy world that is more believable than most realistic fiction. There were by
3

contrast three moments when I did get impatient
with Jackson’s Hobbit, though not for the reasons
of pacing given by the critics: All involved a violation of Tolkien’s principle. The first was
Radagast’s rabbit-sled. Really? The second was the
long fight/chase scene in the goblin cave, which
ends in a fall that no one could have survived.
(Tolkien allowed himself to add the laws of magic
to reality as we perceive it, but not to break the
laws of physics.) The third was Jackson’s version
of the rescue from the forest by the Eagles, with
multiple bodies just happening to fall right onto
the backs of multiple eagles who just happened to
be flying below them at just the right moment. No
group is collectively that lucky, not even in fantasy. There is a difference between Eucatastrophe
and silliness.
In sum: there is much to enjoy, but the aesthetic impact of the whole is marred by Jackson’s
embellishing hubris. Jackson exceeded my expectations (which were lower than the pits of Baraddûr). So we have some things to praise, some to
criticize, but nothing (yet) to damn. But, hey,
we’ve still got two installments to go! No doubt
something will turn up. <Mp>
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey.
A Capsule Review by David Bratman.

O

ne frequent response to complaints about
Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings was that
book fans wouldn’t be satisfied unless the movie
was forty hours long and got all of the book in.
No, that wasn’t the desire at all, and to prove it,
here we have the first installment of The Hobbit.
At three hours for six chapters, it’s exactly as slow
-paced as a forty-hour LOTR would have been,
and it still didn’t get everything from the book in.
Instead, Jackson has stuffed it full of orcs, which
he considers separate from goblins: the difference
is, goblins are easier to kill and are voiced by comedians. At least it isn’t The Phantom Menace:
Jackson still knows how to direct a movie, and he
has Tolkien’s sturdy tale to rely on. Somewhere
inside this bloated monster of a film, for which its
Hutt-like Great Goblin is a suitable image, there’s
a clever knockabout entertainment about dwarves
and a hobbit trying to get out. But it never makes
it. It’s been drowned in a sword-wielding videogame and an action-adventure theme-park rollercoaster ride. <Mp>
4

A New Interview with Simon Tolkien.
By Mike Foster.
he intriguing dedication page in Orders from
T
Berlin says simply: “For my father and for my
son.”

Earlier this century, Simon Tolkien was estranged from his father Christopher. They have
made their peace. “That’s right. It speaks for itself.
We see each other regularly now. I’ve stayed with
him in the south of France twice now, most recently in August. He likes my books very much.”
Like the events in The Lord of the Rings, his
grandfather’s masterpiece, Simon Tolkien’s fourth
mystery thriller, is haunted by shadows from the
past. “My books have been going back in time
more and more. The first two have World War
Two as the back story. This one has the first war.
“I am interested in it because of my grandfather’s experiences. I’ve been to the battlefields
where he fought in the Somme. I visited the
Somme and Belgium with my son [Nick, 22]. I’ve
seen the grave of his best friend, Rob Gilson, on a
December morning. It was all very clean and wellkept.
“World War One was one of the main formative experiences in my grandfather’s fiction, especially in ‘The Passage of the Dead Marshes,’ where
they shouldn’t step where the corpses hold candles. That is a very deep World War One experience.
“The war cemented his horror of The Machine; it comes out graphically in that horror. In
Jackson’s film of The Two Towers, it comes out in
Isengard. There is a corruption that comes from
the separation of man from nature. I have no idea
if my grandfather read Thomas Hardy, but the
separation of man from the natural landscape is
essential to both.”

In Orders from Berlin, his third Inspector Trave
was a concert-level pianist who played the music
novel, Tolkien sends Trave back two decades beof Jewish composers. He was moved by the mufore the setting of The Inheritance and King of Diasic, but he would have put the composers into the
monds. “King of Diamonds follows my grandfather
gas chamber.”
very much because it is about the enslavement of
Tolkien acknowledges that novels by John Le
man to jewels.”
Carre (Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy) and Herman
In his new novel, “I wanted to set a book inWouk (The Winds of War) inspired his decision to
side the Second World War,” Tolkien said. “I was
use historical characters in this novel. “I was interparticularly struck by
ested in what Trave
the period of Sepwould be like in a
ON PETER JACKSON’S FILMS
tember, 1940. It
situation where he
seems to me that the
was not in charge,
olkien awaits the first of the three Peter Jackson
world was on a preciwhere there wasn’t a
films of The Hobbit with mixed feelings.
pice. German ships
[Trave’s deputy Ad“It won’t be much like the book, which has been a
were poised to inam] Clayton to bully.
classic for 75 years. Peter Jackson will take liberties in
vade England.”
Here, the roles are
these films. He’s going to have to re-script. The Lord of
Opposing Hitler,
reversed. I loved the
the Rings could support three films, more than three. I
Heydrich, and the
Scottish
inspector
personally think Jackson would’ve been better stopping
rest of the Nazi brain
trying to bully him
with those.
trust is the stout, stodown.”
“My daughter hasn’t seen those films, and [wife]
ic scion of Blenheim,
Tolkien says that
Tracy is not a fantasy fiction fan.
English prime minisvideos of Hitler’s life
“The characters will be lost in a welter of special
ter Winston Churchin the Berghof were
effects.
I don’t think that Peter Jackson should not be
ill. Tolkien recalls
an inspiring source.
criticized, but the film should be independent in its own
Churchill’s struggles
His
grandfather’s
right. If it had been me I would have cut more out. I
within his own govtales of his experiwish the original director [Guillermo del Toro] had
ernment, his artful
ences in World War
stayed with the project. Pan’s Labyrinth was mindand crafty use of raOne were not.
boggling: a film for children unsuitable for children. The
dio, and his emblem“He [JRRT] nevcaptain was as cruel as Heydrich.”
atic courage. “He
er talked about the
He was not invited to any of the premiere events.
would watch the
Great War. It would
“But I’m not the kind of Tolkien fan that’s waiting,
bombing of London
have been inapprobanging at the doors,” he adds.
from the rooftop of
priate.”
“I don’t remember my grandfather talking about
Number 10 Downing
Simon’s
uncle
The Hobbit. The Lord of the Rings, yes. I started reading
Street,” Tolkien said.
Michael,
however,
them when I was nine or ten. Remember, I was only 14
But Churchill’s nemwas a World War
when he died.”
eses fascinated the
Two casualty of
Simon has read little of his father’s literary friends,
author, too.
sorts. “He was inthe Inklings. “I read [C.S. Lewis’s] Narnia books when I
“I became very
volved in anti-aircraft
was a kid. His religious books are not to my liking. After
focused on Hitler
defense at home and
I saw the film Shadowlands, I read Surprised by Joy. I know
and Heydrich. I
later as a rear-gunner
about Warnie Lewis’s French histories but I haven’t
thought it was possion a bomber. He was
read any, and nothing by Charles Williams.”
ble to get inside their
involved in the unheads.
successful raid on
“Heydrich is an
Dieppe. He had a
extraordinary charachorrible war.
ter, brilliant and cruel. He insisted on flying sorties
[Michael was injured during a training accident
but he was ordered to cease after his plane crashand invalided out of the war, later receiving the
landed in Norway. He fenced in the 1938 OlymGeorge Cross.] He died of leukemia in Manchester
pics. If the invasion had succeeded, he would have
in 1984. My father [Christopher Tolkien] trained
worked out compliance to the Final Solution. He
with the RAF in South Africa but never saw com-
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bat.”
Will Trave star in Simon’s next mystery?
“I don’t know. I’d probably like to go back to
World War One. This book has given me the confidence in writing about the technical challenges of
armament. I’ve always been tremendously struck
by men like Trave’s father who were silent solitary
walking men by night. Trave’s future is as a walker
as well. I don’t know if Trave will figure into it or
not. I haven’t plotted it out yet. I don’t see myself
as harnessed to Trave. I would like to write a short
story. I am interested in the organizational challenges. Somerset Maugham is the master.”
During a late-November book promotion trip
to England, Tolkien published a piece in The Independent about his mother,
Faith Faulconbridge Tolkien, a talented sculptress
now enduring Alzheimer’s. “I was very pleased
with it. But I don’t see
myself as writing a memoir yet. I only started writing fiction at age 40 [in
1999]. Before that, I kept
a diary for ten years.
“There’s always the
shadow of the past.”
<Mp>

Simon Tolkien. Orders
from Berlin. Minotaur
Press, 2012. 309 pp.
$25.99. Reviewed by
Mike Foster.

S

imon Tolkien’s third
Inspector Trave thriller goes back to the root
of all evil in this series:
Nazi Germany. Instead of
the Old Bailey courtrooms and Oxford town
and countryside of its predecessors in 1960, the
author, familiar with them both as a barrister and
as Christopher Tolkien’s son and J.R.R. Tolkien’s
grandson, gives us the nightly horror of the London Blitzkrieg in late summer, 1940, twenty years
before the first two tales, The Inheritance (2010) and
The King of Diamonds (2011).
6

The doom of Britain hangs in the balance, like
the fate of Middle-earth in his grandfather’s masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings. The Free Peoples of
the West will be subjugated, decimated, tortured,
and forever broken by an evil megalomaniac who
makes Saruman seem as kindly and humble as
Good King Wenceslas: Adolf Hitler. Thus Tolkien moves from writing mystery to historical fiction, less a whodunit than who didn’t.
This novel goes back to the darkest days of
World War II, beginning in the Berghof, Hitler’s
summer home in the Bavarian Alps. Through the
evil eyes of Reinhard Heydrich, we watch the tyrant preening as he plans Operation Sea Lion, the
German invasion of
England, later that
year. Heydrich will
smash the British
resistance once the
Panzers have taken
out
the
bombwracked cities. A nasty fellow, he’s already
wreaked horrors on
his Nazi brass brethren.
“Heydrich
smiled, thinking how
one word from him
in Hitler’s ear and the
highest and mightiest
of these strutting
commanders in their
glittering
uniforms
could find themselves
down on their hands
and knees, naked,
manacled to a damp
concrete wall in the
cellar prison located
in the basement underneath his office at
8
Prinz-AlbrechtStrasse. It amused
him to have his victims cowering and screaming so close to where he
worked.” (5)
Now he and Hitler plot their pre-invasion
checkmate: killing Winston Churchill using a mole
hidden in MI6, the British Secret Service. The
first five chapters shift back and forth between the

Nazi mountain fortress and Churchill’s London
headquarters, where the double agent who would
be the Prime Minister’s assassin is present. Readers learn who he is long before the novel ends.
Simon Tolkien has given himself two great
challenges here.
History is the first. We know that England
was not invaded and Churchill was not killed.
Thus the plot’s conclusion is foregone. In fact, a
plot to kill Hitler with a box of exploding chocolates had existed, a truth stranger than this fiction.
Obviously, Britain survived, Churchill lived until
1965, and Hitler perished, a suicide like a damnable Denethor.
Dialogue presents the other dilemma that Tolkien tackles. In most fiction, we meet characters
for the first time. So, whether it is Deputy Chief
Inspector John Quaid, Trave’s superior officer, or
hobbit Bilbo Baggins, we lack preconceptions of
who they are or how they would think and speak.
But Hitler and Churchill, perhaps more than any
two men in the last century, are already burned
into our minds. Would Adolf really say that? What
would Winston do?
That query stated, Tolkien’s prequel is smart
as an Orc’s whip and sharper than Wormtongue’s
knife. Once Trave enters the story, we are drawn
in by a murder most foul. Readers must puzzle out
not only the riddle of the murderer’s identity but
also the villain’s connection to the Nazi plot. Albert Morrison, the victim, was pushed to his death
down a sixty-foot stairwell in his flat in a murder
witnessed by his only daughter, Ava Brive. Morrison is clearly linked: the scrupulously annotated
copy of Mein Kampf in German Trave finds in his
room suggests that. Evidence links the convicted
murderer to the victim’s family, but the young
detective is not satisfied that the right man is
bound for the gallows.
Because of Orders from Berlin’s Berghof chapters, readers know the meaning of a note found in
the dead man’s pocket — “Provide detailed written instructions. What are the chances of success?
C.”, followed by the name Hayrich or Hayrick? —
long before Trave does. Some puissant detectives
may even puzzle out who among Churchill’s trusted circle is “C.” Thus unlike most mystery fiction,
this book lacks the aspect of reader and sleuth,
roped together like mountaineers, teaming to solve
the riddle. By the book’s halfway point, Churchill’s
appointed murderer is revealed.

Like many others during the Second Great
War, Trave is a displaced person, alone and lonely,
called from Oxford’s dreaming shires and his
young wife to a squalid basement apartment at the
wrong end of New King’s Road.
“He put some water to heat on the small gas
ring in the corner and raised the window sash,
reaching for the remains of yesterday’s pint of
milk … It was frozen half-solid in the bottle, and
the rush of cold air into the room was effective as
a cold shower to bring him fully awake. Quickly,
he pulled his greatcoat from off the hook on the
back of the door and wrapped himself in it …
[He] thought of helping the bereaved woman
drink to drink tea in her dead father’s department
on the other side of the river the previous evening.
He’d felt sorry for her, and she reminded him of
his wife in some way that he couldn’t quite put his
finger on. Something about her hair, or maybe it
was just that all women had started to remind him
of Vanessa. He missed her and he missed his three
-year-old son too with an ache … that never
seemed to go away. They were only sixty miles
away, still living in the same little terrace house in
north Oxford that had been their first home until
Trave’s transfer up to London in early summer,
but they might as well have been at the north end
of Scotland for how often he got to see them
now.” (81–2)
The First Great War had scarred Trave’s father as well. “Harold Trave had disappeared down
the front garden path with a smile and a wave of
the hand one spring day in 1915 and had come
back utterly changed. And from then on, it was as
if he was somewhere else all the time … living in a
terrible unseen world utterly outside the world of
his family’s experience.” (84)
As in the best mysteries, the clues are buried
with stealth. The motive goes back to WW I.
One genre of English mysteries exists called
“cozies.” Orders from Berlin is as anti-cozy can be.
War never is. That being said, those hoping for
further developments of the characters encountered in The Inheritance and The King of Diamonds
may be disappointed. First-time readers of Simon
Tolkien might wish to begin with those two before this prelude from the past. The horror of the
Blitz and the beauty of the Berghof are vividly
limned. The characters, even the ones we know
from history, live, breathe, speak. This thriller
thrills. <Mp>
7

J.R.R. Tolkien. Hobbitus Ille: The Hobbit Translated
into Latin. Translated by Mark Walker.
HarperCollins, 2012. xv + 310 pp. $19.99.
Reviewed by Laura Gibbs.

M

ark Walker is already well-known to the
denizens of the Latin Internet as he is the
founder and editor of VATES: The Journal of New
Latin Poetry. Now, with this Latin translation of
Tolkien’s The Hobbit, Mark Walker’s work is bound to find a wider audience, and deservedly so.
Published by HarperCollins, the
book is lovely to look at it. The
cover image shows Tolkien’s
own rendering of Smaug and his
golden hoard elegantly given the
look of an ancient mosaic, and
the book is illustrated with Tolkien’s black-and-white drawings
and maps. Some of the online
listings for the book describe it
as an “English-Latin edition,”
but prospective readers should
be aware that it does not have a
facing English text; instead, English is used only in the translator’s introduction and appendices. There is also a Kindle edition which has the usual digital
features (including search), but
there is no Kindle Latin look-up dictionary.
Based on Walker’s work with VATES, I
knew that he would do a marvelous job with the
songs in the book, but I did not know just what he
would do with Tolkien’s delightful and lighthearted prose style, so utterly different from the
style of The Lord of the Rings trilogy and also so utterly different from the prose style of any classical
Latin author. How would Walker respond to this
double temptation to turn The Hobbit into something overly serious and self-important? (A temptation the film-maker Peter Jackson apparently
could not resist.) Luckily for us, Walker did not
eschew Tolkien’s own style for The Hobbit. Just the
opposite: Walker’s Latin translation is an homage
to Tolkien’s English in every detail. So much so, in
fact, that some readers may be put off by Walker’s
highly Anglicized Latin style.
Before I tackle this question of Anglicized
Latin, however, I think we need first to step back
8

and ask just what purpose is served by a Latin version of Tolkien’s book. In the absence of any native speakers of Latin, the purpose of this book
cannot be to bring The Hobbit at long last to a Latin-speaking audience. Instead, a Latin version of
The Hobbit allows readers to reacquaint themselves
with a beloved and familiar work of literature, provoking a thrill of recognition as readers recall the
English through the Latin. This desire to see
“English in Latin” is an admittedly odd phenomenon but very
real, as any Latin teacher knows.
Rather than wanting to read Caesar or Horace, Latin students are
often far more excited to learn
how to say “May the Force be
with you!” in Latin or to sing Sir
Mix-A-Lot’s Baby Got Back with
Latin lyrics (yes, you can find the
lyrics of De clunibus magnis amandis
oratio Mixaloti equitis online for
your Latin delectation). So too
with a Latin version of The Hobbit: when I told a friend of mine
how excited I was to be reading
The Hobbit in Latin, she immediately asked, “How do you say
‘my precious!’ in Latin?” Even
though she knows no Latin at all,
she really wanted the answer to
that question (and that answer is:
mi pretiose!).
My guess is that most copies of Walker’s book
will be bought by people who know The Hobbit
well in English, perhaps even very well, and who
are looking for something fun to read in Latin.
Given the shortage of truly fun reading material
available in Latin, Hobbitus Ille is a very welcome
addition to the ever-expanding catalog of English
books, mostly children’s books, that have been
rendered into Latin. On this point, a comparison
with the Latin translations of J.K. Rowling
(Harrius Potter et Philosophi Lapis and Harrius Potter et
Camera Secretorum, both translated by Peter Needham, who is also the translator of Ursus Nomine
Paddington) would be in order. While Rowling is
certainly fun to read in English, it is because of the
characters and plots of the Harry Potter novels,
not her prose style. In fact, Rowling’s English style
is so undistinguished and unremarkable that there
really is no style to recognize and enjoy when

reading Harrius Potter in Latin (though Needham
did a wonderful job with both books), and the
vocabulary is also very daunting. So, while many
Latin students eagerly bought one or even both of
the Rowling books in Latin, the reading experience was a frustrating one (as I heard from my
own Latin students at the time), and I suspect
there are very few people who have read those
books from cover to cover. Hobbitus Ille, on the
other hand, affords a real rush of pleasure to Latin
students with every page.
Much of that pleasure comes from Tolkien’s
own warm embrace of the reader, a style which
Walker imitates with literal, even hyper-literal,
faithfulness. Tolkien constantly addresses his readers in a playful and amicable spirit of hospitality
that many Latin readers will perhaps be experiencing for the very first time. When in a Latin classic
has the reader ever been so warmly acknowledged? You — tu — are part of this novel in a
way that is remarkable for a work of Latin prose.
For example, when Gandalf first appears on the
scene, Tolkien exclaims, “Gandalf came by. Gandalf! If you had heard only a quarter of what I
have heard about him …” and so Walker: aduenit
Gandalphus. Gandalphus! si tu quartam partem solum
audivisses rerum quae ego de illo audiui … Of course,
the narrator knows far more about the world of
Middle-earth than we ever will, and we can depend on him to make sure to keep us wellinformed, as at the opening of the book when he
pauses to explain just what a hobbit is. The narration then resumes once the reader’s needs have
been attended to: “Now you know enough to go
on with,” Tolkien assures us; nunc satis intellegis ut
tibi progredi liceat. Reassuring words for any reader,
of course — and especially for the eager but hesitant reader of a novel in Latin.
In addition to conveying Tolkien’s prose style,
Walker also opts for literal renderings of English
phrases in the Latin, rather than the use of distinctively Latin idioms. Without intending anything
sacrilegious, the best comparison I can make is to
the way that the translators of the Hebrew Bible
into Greek and into Latin often included Hebrew
idioms rendered literally word-for-word. So, for
example, Walker uses the phrase “tange et i” to render English “touch and go” (a rendering that has
the intriguing effect of bringing an otherwise dead
metaphor back to life as we re-examine the English words anew in this Latin garb). Likewise, the

phrase “ante theam” (“before tea”) expects that
readers recognize the English metonymy of “tea”
for “tea-time” when reading the Latin, and the
characters in the book also like “to have tea,”
“habere theam” (even though in Latin, that would
usually mean something more like possessing tea,
rather than drinking it). In addition, Walker sometimes imitates not just English idioms but English
syntax. For example, “without the trouble of asking him” is rendered word-for-word as “sine labore
rogandi eum” even though gerunds in Latin normally do not take an object. Walker’s use of the Latin
gerund often follows English word order and
style, and there are also some outright errors in
which English gerunds are rendered with Latin
present participles (English uses the same form
for the gerund and the present participle; Latin
does not). It is to be hoped that the publisher will
make sure that such mistakes, along with the occasional typographical error, are corrected in subsequent editions of the book.
The highly Anglicized style of the Latin does
not mean that Walker fails to profit from the
many opportunities that arise to have fun with the
Latin for its own sake. This is especially true in the
songs which he renders with a variety of both classical and medieval Latin meters. Given that so few
Latin students are exposed to the rich tradition of
rhyming Latin verse (as it is a medieval tradition,
not a classical one), these rhymed Latin songs are
especially welcome. So, for example, near the end
of the book, we find this song of Smaug’s demise:
dracone nunc adusto / et corpore combusto / cum armis
prorsus fractis / honoribusque sparsis” (Tolkien’s original: “The dragon is withered, / His bones are now
crumbled; / His armor is shivered, / His splendor
is humbled!”). To help readers navigate the different classical and medieval meters, Walker has included an appendix indicating the meter of each of
the sixteen songs in the book, along with the riddles, which are likewise rendered in Latin verse
form.
Sometimes too the Latin adds a dimension to
the text which is entirely fortuitous but nonetheless delightful. Consider, for example, the special
meaning that “orc” now has in this Latin language
context. In his own introduction to the book, Tolkien warned English readers about the meaning of
this word “orc” as follows: “Orc is not an English
word […] and it is not connected at all with our
orc, ork, applied to sea-animals of the dolphin9

kind.” Walker, however, makes a Latin warning
instead: “id nomen nequaquam pertinet ad Orcum
Latine, id est Dis, deus inferus” “the name is linked in
no way to ‘Orcus’ in Latin, that is, Dis, the god of
the underworld.” Walker thus alerts his Latin readers not to sea orcas, as Tolkien does, but instead
to the dread god Hades, Orcus in Latin (yes, you
can find the word orca in the Latin dictionary also,
but Orcus is definitely the right candidate for this
context).
Of course, every translation has to strike its
own balance between the opportunities and obligations associated with the original text and the
opportunities and obligations imposed by the target language. Walker’s Hobbitus Ille revels in the
use of Latin, very energetically so, but it also reveals a persistent awareness of the English original, in a loving evocation of Tolkien’s presence. If
the readers of this book were expecting to use it as
a model of Latin style, these Anglicized elements
could pose a serious problem. As it is, though, the
purpose of this book is surely not to provide a
model of Latin style (there are plenty of books by
native Latin speakers which serve that purpose).
Rather, Hobbitus Ille is intended to give readers the
experience of an English text in Latin, an experience so pleasurable for its own sake that many
readers (I hope) will want to read all three hundred pages of the book, enjoying the memorable
moments it offers on every page. As Walker asks
in his introduction to Hobbitus Ille, “What is there
for the intermediate reader, who is tired of the
textbook but not quite ready to grapple with the
stately poetry of Virgil or the grand rhetoric of
Cicero?” It seems to me that Walker has found
both the right text and the right style for meeting
the needs of those intermediate Latin readers, fans
of the English Hobbit who can now enjoy the Latin adventure of Hobbitus Ille. As the most famous
song of the book tells us, “Roads go ever ever
on / Under cloud and under star, / Yet feet that
wandering have gone / Turn at last to home afar,”
pergit iter semper, semper sub nubibus, astris, / sed pedibus
tandem sic itur usque domum. The Latin of this book
takes us away on an adventure, but it always looking homewards to the English as well, an elegiac
sic itur usque domum. The result is a blend of familiarity with fabulae et facinora audacia, bold deeds and
tales, that will delight their readers as much in Latin as they did in the original English. <Mp>
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Reviewed by Kelly Jensen.
he Princess of Dhagabad tells the story of a
T
unique friendship. A curse has left the Sultan
of Dhagabad unable to father a male child. He has
one legitimate heir, a daughter known only as the
princess. In keeping with the tradition of her people, we do not learn her name until the end of the
book, she is simply ‘the princess’, which says
much about her role in society. When she comes
of age, the princess will become a wife, the sultaness, and will be known by a name her husband
gives her.
As the only child of the sultan and sultaness,
the princess is allowed certain concessions. She is
educated and encouraged in her natural curiosity.
On her twelfth birthday, she receives an unusual gift — a mysterious bottle once owned by her
grandmother. The princess has been waiting for
many years to take possession of the bottle and is
eager to find out what is inside. She finds she has
inherited a very unusual slave, the djinn named
Hasan.
Formally an all-powerful wizard, Hasan has
been enslaved for two thousand years. He can
only perform magic at the princess’s request, making him a prized slave. Yet, djinn are regarded suspiciously at best — feared at worst. The princess
does not fear her slave. The solemn grey of his
eyes sparks compassion and his grasp of all she
would like to know kindles her curiosity. Her
friendship with the djinn broadens her outlook.
The princess learns to think beyond the borders of
her father’s kingdom and to ask questions only
Hasan has answers for. Throughout the years,
their friendship deepens and they forge an unshakable bond.
When the princess comes of age, a husband is
chosen for her, and though the friendship between herself and Hasan has remained sweetly
innocent, it is clear they care deeply for one another. On the eve of her betrothal, the princess is
faced with a choice: that of respecting her father’s
wishes and doing what is best for the kingdom, or
following her heart.

Anna
Kashina has written an engaging
story set in a vibrant world. Her
characters
are
richly drawn and
well voiced. The
setting is reminiscent of the Arabian Nights and
makes a refreshing change from
the more usual
medieval and/or
urban fantasy, and
though this is a
love story, it does
not read like a
romance novel. The friendship between the princess and the djinn is touching and grows at a wonderfully slow pace. Surrounding and supporting
the story of the princess and Hasan is a blend of
intrigue and politics that begs to be explored in
further novels.
The Goddess of Dance continues the story of the
princess, now known by her own name, Gul’Agdar, and the former djinn, Hasan. Gul’Agdar has
freed Hasan from eternal slavery, setting in motion a chain of events destined to test their bond.
The sultan and sultaness still expect the princess
to marry Prince Amir of Veridue and the Voices
want to imprison the all-powerful wizard, Hasan,
once more. A collection of wizards and sorcerers
are also threatened by Hasan’s freedom … and
interested to learn his secret, how he, an allpowerful one, can remain free.
Aware his freedom will have a price, Hasan
undertakes a quest to find a scroll of foretelling in
the hopes he can save the princess from harm.
Though she knows no magic, he believes she is at
risk, that the Voices may seek to imprison her as
they did him lest she destroy the world. Hasan’s
search for knowledge occupies much of his time,
but he is always available when the princess calls.
But, when the sultan asks him to leave the palace,
as a free man, Hasan agrees. The princess is devastated. Hasan promises to visit her, and he does,
cloaked in invisibility. Always, he is available.
While Hasan searches for the scroll, the princess embarks on a journey of her own. Through

her dreams, she relives the life of a goddess of the
dance known as Thea. She begins to practice what
she learns, opening herself to the possibility of
magic. Hasan remains unaware, but the Voices do
not. Neither do the other agents working against
the pair.
The Caliph already possesses a djinn, the
beautiful and powerful Shogat. He desires the
princess, however, and would see her enslaved and
in his custody. The other wizards and sorcerers
simply want to put Hasan in his place. Together,
these agents conspire to separate and trap the
princess and Hasan.
Their plan should be successful, but for one
element: the bond between Gul’Agdar and Hasan.
Once again, the deep and abiding friendship between the pair stands against all obstacles, and the
princess proves she has the power to free more
than one slave.
Again, I was drawn quickly into Anna
Kashina’s world — the sights, scents, and tastes of
Dhagabad and beyond. The cast of characters
from the first novel remain true to their voices
and the deepening love between Gul’Agdar and
Hasan unfolds naturally, and as sweetly as in the
first novel. The continuing swirl of politics and
intrigue is cleverly plotted. The meddling wizards,
the long awaited for son for the sultan and the
shifts of power all drive the plot forward, giving
the princess’ adventure more substance. I missed
the insight into Hasan in this novel, the sections
dedicated to his story
and his past. I would
have liked to have seen
and heard more about
his joy at becoming
human again. However
the lack was made up
for by the story of
Thea, the goddess of
the dance, and the intersection of her tale
with the princess’
growing maturity was
compelling.
The Goddess of Dance
is another wonderful
novel. I am eager to
continue reading the
story of the princess
and Hasan. <Mp>
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